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1. Introduction and main results 
TzitzCica introduced in [15-181 a “new class of surfaces”, which he called S-surfaces 
and which were called “affine spheres” by Blaschke and his school. While Tzitzdica 
gave a definition using invariants from Euclidean surface theory, Blaschke introduced 
the notion of the affine normal [l, Section 401 of a nondegenerate surface z : A4 t A 
immersed into real affine 3-space A and defined such a surface to be 
(i) a proper affine sphere if at each point of the surface, the position vector with 
respect to a fixed point x0 E A (the center of the affine sphere) is parallel to the 
direction of the affine normal; 
(ii) an improper affine sphere if the direction of the affine normal is constant along x. 
There exist surprisingly many affine spheres. Examples can be found e.g. in [l, Chap- 
ter 71, [lo, Chapter 6-71 and [11,3,6]. While the strongly convex affine spheres which 
are metrically complete are now classified (see the survey [13] and the recent paper [5]), 
one is far from a local classification, even under further restrictions like (a) dimension 
A4 = n = 2, or (b) constant sectional curvature of the equiaffine metric. 
In this paper we give a local classification of twodimensional affine spheres with 
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constant curvature of the equiaffine metric. We extend results of Radon [9], Li and 
Penn [6], Magid and Ryan [7] an d h s ow that our list of affine spheres in equiaffine nor- 
mal form is complete. Here K. denotes the curvature of the metric, H the equiaffine mean 
curvature, and x = (x1, z2, x3) the representation of the position vector of the immer- 
sion together with its coordinate functions xi in A. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge interesting discussions on the subject with N. Bokan 
and E. Tjaden at the TU Berlin, and M. Magid, K. Nomizu and P. Ryan at Brown 
University in March 1989, where I learned about the results of [7]. I would like to 
thank K. Nomizu and Brown University for their hospitality. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Notation. The vector space associated with the real affine space A is denoted 
by V, dim V = dim A = n 2 2, V* is its dual; (e, .) : V* x V + R is the standard 
scalar product. The flat connection of A (and V, V’, resp.) is denoted by V; we fix a 
determinant function Det (volume form). 
We consider an immersion x : M + A of a twodimensional, connected and simply 
connected oriented COO-manifold into A. z is called regular (nondegenerate) iff the 
equiaffine metric G is regular (nondegenerate). The basic formulas can be found in 
[l] or [lo]. We use the following notations: V denotes the Levi-Civita connection of 
the equiaffine metric G, V the Laplacian and K. the normed curvature of the metric. 
The equiaffine normalization of z is given by the equiaffine normal y and the associated 
conormal field X. The immersion x induces the affine connection lV on M, while X 
induces the affine connection 2V; note 2V = ‘V + 2V. The difference tensor 2A := 
rV - 2V defines the totally symmetric cubic form &v, W,Z) := G(A(v, w), z) (w, w, z 
are here and in the following vector fields on M); A satisfies the apolarity condition 
trace A = 0. A defines the Pick invariant n(n - l)J := llAjj2, where the norm is 
induced by G on tensor spaces. Recall the fact that A = 0 iff x(M) lies on a quadric 
(Theorem of Maschke). The equiaffine Weingarten operator B defines the symmetric 
Weingarten form %(u, w) := G(B(v),w) and th e corresponding (extrinsic) equiaffine 
curvature functions: Icr, k2 are the principal curvatures, H is the mean curvature, K 
the Gauss-Kronecker curvature; note that 4(H2 - K) = (ICI - k2)2. The structure 
equations read: 
Weingarten: dy(v) = &(-B(v)); 
Gauss: V&x@) = dx(lV,w) + G(v, w)y, 
V,dX(w) = dX(2V,w) - &v, w)X. 
The integrability conditions imply the equiaffine theorema egregium: 
tc=J+H. (1) 
2.2. Asymptotic parametrization. We recall some basic formulas for regular sur- 
faces with indefinite equiaffine metric [l, Section 491, [lo, Section 281 in local asymp- 
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totic parameters 21r , u2. The coefficients of the metric are given in the form 
where F is a derivative (say Cm) function; F is positive for an appropriate orientation 
of (u*, u”). The Gauss curvature K of the metric satisfies 
nF = 4Q21g F, (3) 
where & denotes partial differentiation with respect to the local parameters ui (i = 
1,2). From the apolarity we get the following relations for the coefficients &k = A;jk 
of the cubic form 
A12i = 0, Ai;; =: a; (i = 1,2), (A) 
and for the Pick invariant J 
F3J = ala2. (5) 
The Gauss structure equations read now (a;, denotes second partial derivatives) 
&rz = dr lg F&x + F-‘al&x, 
312s = FY, (6) 
a22x = F-‘a&x + & lg F&x, 
or 
&(F-‘81x) = alF_‘(F-‘&x), 
&(F-l&x) = a2F-‘(F-‘&x), 
(7) 
for the first and third equation. Calculating the coefficients of the Weingarten operator 
B in asymptotic parameters one gets 
B; = H = B;, -1 B;=B22F , -1 B,2=BllF , 
B11 = -F-l&al, B22 = -F-‘&up, Blz = HF, 
H2 - K = F-48~a2&al. 
2.3. Auxiliary results. We use the following auxiliary results. 
2.3.1. Lemma [2]. A regular (hyper) sur ace in A is an afine sphere if and only if the f h 
covariant derivative 02 of the cubic form A is totally symmetric. 
2.3.2. Proposition [12]. The Pick invariant J of a regular surface x satisfies the 
following differential equality: 
AJ = 6J(J + H) - 4(H2 - K) f ]]VA]j2 - 2Vk(A..kBij). ‘3 (8) 
This result was stated in [12] for locally strongly convex surfaces, but it holds for 
any regular surface. Note that the sign of the Weingarten operator here differs from 
that in [12]. 
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3. Locally strongly convex affine spheres 
3.1. A regular surface is locally strongly convex iff the metric G is (positive) definite. 
Evaluating (8) for affine spheres one gets the classical formula [l, p. 2111 
AJ = 6r;J + ]]VA]12. 
We sketch the classification of locally strongly convex affine spheres with IC = const 
given in [6]. 
3.2. The affine Theorema egregium and H = const (affine sphere), K = const give 
J = const, so 
~KJ = -]]VA]]2 < 0. 
3.3. On the other hand J > 0 implies on affine spheres 16, p. 3131 
JIIVAl12 = llwd Jl12, 
that means J = const 
theorem we get: 
> 0 gives VA = 0 for G definite. From these facts and Maschke’s 
3.4. Proposition [6, p. 3131. A 1 ocally strongly convex afine sphere with constant 
curvature metric, which is not a quad&, has a flat metric, and H = -J < 0. Moreover, 
the cubic form is constant on M. 
Li and Penn now applied the classical fundamental theorem of equiaffine surface 
theory [l, p. 1581: Knowing the metric to be flat and the cubic form to be constant, 
a comparison with the corresponding quantities of the surface x1x2x3 = 1 gives the 
equiaffine equivalence. Thus they proved the following classification. Note that because 
of the analycity of locally strongly convex affine spheres [ll, p. 3591 the classification 
holds on M. 
3.5. Theorem [6]. Let x : A42 + As be a locally strongly convex afine sphere with 
constant curvature metric. Then x lies either on a quadric, or x is equiafinely equiv- 
alent to the surface given by x1x2x3 = 1. 
Li succeeded to extend this classification partly to hypersurfaces of arbitrary di- 
mension n > 2: 
3.6. Theorem [5]. Let x : M + A be a locally strongly convex proper afine hyper- 
sphere with H < 0 and K = 0. Then x is equiafinely equivalent to the hypersurface 
n 
rI xi = 1. 
i=l 
Finally Yu [19] could show that the classification of twodimensional locally strongly 
convex affine spheres with constant sectional curvature holds analogously in dimen- 
sion 3: 
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3.7. Theorem. Let x : ii43 + A4 be a locally strongly convex afine hypersphere with 
constant sectional curvature. Then x lies on a quadric or x is equiafinely equivalent 
to l-&, xi = 1. 
4. Affine spheres with indefinite metric 
We investigate now affine spheres with indefinite constant curvature metric. As H = 
const for affine spheres, the additional assumption K = const implies J = const. 
We discuss the two cases J = const # 0 and J = 0 and use again asymptotic pa- 
rameters. In the first part of this section we prove special properties of the asymptotic 
parameter system in case J = const. In the second part we reprove the results of 
Magid and Ryan [7] about flat affine spheres; we give slightly modified proofs. Finally 
we discuss the case K. = const # 0. 
4.1. Special properties of asymptotic parameter systems. 
4.1.1. Lemma. For indefinite metric G on M the functions al, a2 from (4) satisfy 
&a, = 0 and &a, = 0 if and only if x is an ufine sphere. 
Proof. We calculate the following covariant derivatives in asymptotic parameters: 
VlA222 = &w, VzA111 = 82a1, VkA12j = 0 
for k, j = 1,2. Application of Lemma 2.3.1 proves the assertion. 
The following result is similar to Proposition 3.4 and is a main step for the classi- 
fication in the indefinite case, as K = const and H = const (affine sphere) imply J = 
const =: c; we discuss c = 0 and c # 0 separately. 
4.1.2. Proposition. Let x be a twodimensional afine sphere with indefinite metric 
and constant non zero Pick invariant. Then the metric G is flat on M. 
Proof. Formula (5), L emma 4.1.1 and J = const # 0 imply 
al&a2 = 3F2 &FJ = 3ala2 82 lg F or a2lg ]u2] = 3&lg F. 
We apply Lemma 4.1.1 again and insert into 3: 
--KF = &a,Ig F = ;a,a,k ]a21 = ;a,& Ig ]a21 = 0. 
Thus K; = 0 on any coordinate chart, 
4.1.3. Corollary. In the situation of Proposition 4.1.2, by an appropriate transfor- 
mation (ur , u”) + (&u2) of th e as y mptotic parameters we can arrive at F = 1 and 
sil = *I?& = const # 0. 
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Proof. I. Assume that in asymptotic parameters the flat metric satisfies F = const 
> 0. Then 0 # const = F3J = (1142 implies aj(aro2) = 0; this and Lemma 4.1.1 imply 
ai=const (i,j = 1,2). Introduce new parameters 2Li = u(i)ui, where a(i) are positive 
constants satisfying the two equations F = a(l)a(2) and [or/u21 = (0(l)/o(2)r)~. 
Then F = Gr2 = 1 and Iail = [Arrr = I&22/ = 1~21 # 0. 
II. Assume F to be a positive non constant function in a chart U with asymptotic 
parameters. From the flatness of G we get 0 = -KF = && lg F, that means F can 
be decomposed into a product of two positive functions F = Fl($) - F2(u2), where 
Fl, Fs depend only on one of the two variables. As in the proof of (4.1.2), J = const 
# 0 then implies & lg Iu;I = 3 & lg Fi; thus there exist nonzero constants c; such that 
a; = c;F%?. Define new coordinates 
J 
ui 
-1 ._ 
U .- 
a; 
F;(r)dr. 
Then p = 612 = 1 and ?I; = &;; = c;. Proceed with the the first step. 
(9) 
Remark. Obviously the transformation 9 allows to assume F = 1 always in case of 
a flat indefinite metric. 
4.1.4 Lemma. Let x be un afine 2-sphere with indefinite metric and J = 0. Then 
for an arbitrary p E A4 there exists an open set p E U with appropriate asymptotic 
parameters such that at least one of the functions al, a2 vanishes identically on U. 
Proof. Let U# be a chart with asymptotic parameters like in Corollary 4.1.3 and . . 
p E U#. Define N; := {q E U# I u;(q) = O}; then U# = N1 U N2. 
We discuss the only interesting case that p is a boundary point of one of the zero sets 
in U#, siy p E i?Nl c U #. We shall prove that p is an interior point of N2. Assume 
p = (0,O) with respect to the given parameter system and consider the coordinate 
lines ui = const. For fixed values u;, ug we have ur(uA, u”) = const, a2(u1, ui) = const, 
in particular ur(0,u2) = 0 for an open interval --E < u2 < E, as ur(O,O) = al(p) = 0. 
From the assumption that p is a boundary point there exist points with coordinates 
(ul, u2), such that ur(u*, u”) # 0, say for 0 < u1 < ~1, --E < -EZ < u2 < &2 < E, where 
~1,~s > 0, can be chosen such that the open rectangle U with center p determined by 
ur = fsr u 2 = f&2 is contained in U #. From J = 0 and ur(2~l, u2) # 0 we necessarily 
have u2(d1,u2) = 0 for the same values (u1,u2), that means p E N2. 
4.1.5. Corollary. Under the assumptions of (4.1.4) we have 
(i) dNr f~ dN2 = 0; 
(ii) d(Ni fl N2) = dNr U aN2 (disjoint union); 
(iii) dNi c U# is the disjoint union of differentiable curves, where each connection 
component is described by an asymptotic line. Along such a line we have a; = 0, 
akoj = 0 and ajo; = 0, for fixed i, and j # i; k = 1,2. 
We point out the following consequences of 4.1.2-5, which allow to extend local 
solutions of the structure equations. 
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4.1.6. Note. Let z be an affine sphere with indefinite metric and J = const. Let 
p E A4 be arbitrary. Then there exists an open coordinate chart U with asymptotic 
parameters, p E U, such that: 
(i) If J # 0, th en F = 1 and al = faz = const on U. 
(ii) If J = 0, then al = 0 or u2 = 0 on U; if G is flat we again can assume F = 1. 
4.2. Flat affine. spheres with indefinite metric. In [7] Magid and Ryan proved 
the following local result: 
4.2.1. Theorem. Let x be a twodimensional afine sphere with indefinite flat metric. 
Then z is locally equiafine-equivalent to one of the following surfaces: 
(i) The improper afine sphere 
x3 = x1z2 + !I+“), 
where the differentiable function @ depends only on the second coordinate function x2. 
(ii) The proper afine sphere 
x’[(x2)2 + (x3)2] = 1, 
where J = -H = i$@. 
4.2.2. Remark. The l-parameter family in (i) contains as special cases 
(a) the hyperbolic paraboloid x3 = x1x2 = ;[(F?)~ - (22)2] for fig’ = x1 - x2 and 
a%2 = x1 +x2, and 
(b) the Caley surface for @(x2) = (x2)3 [8]. 
Proof of 4.2.1. (i) x is improper and G is flat, so H = 0, K = 0 and consequently 
J = 0 (2.1.3); moreover the affine normal is a constant transversal field. Locally we 
can introduce asymptotic parameters as in 4.1.6. (ii), say al = 0 and a2 = Us on 
a chart U. The structure equations (6) read now 
&1x = 0, &2x = Y, &2x = a&x. 
The first and the second equation imply the existence of differentiable vector fields 
o,,f3 : A4 + V, depending only on one variable, s.t. 
x(2& U”) = A2 + (Y(Ul) + P(u2) 
# and o = c1zll-t cl ; cl, cf E V; al/3 = 0. The third equation gives 
pyu2)= a22p = a22x = a2[~2Yt4, 
and integration of this equation 
p(u2) = g(u2)y - h(u2)c t u2c2 + cz#, 
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where cz,c$ E V, and the differentiable functions g, h E C”“(U) depend only on u2 
and satisfy g” = u2u2 and h” = -a~. A translation of the surface s.t. I$ + c2 #=Q 
gives now the following representation for the position vector on U: 
x(ul, u”) = [u’u2 + g(u2)]y + [u’ - h(u2)]c1 + u2c2. 
The immersion z is regular, so necessarily y, cl, c2 are linearly independent on U. By 
an ‘affine transformation of this triple we arrive at 
x1 = u1 - h(u2), x2 = u2, x3 = u1u2 + g(u2); 
or 
x3 = U1U2 + g(zL2) = x1x2 t ‘p(z2), 
where @(x2) = ‘P(u2) = u?h(u2) + g(u2). 
(ii) If z is a proper affine sphere with the origin 0 E A as center, and with flat metric, 
we use local asymptotic parameters as in 4.1.6. (i) and obey y = -Hz = Jx = 01~22. 
The structure equations read 
&,a: = qdzx, &2x = 611(32x, &2x = a&4x; 
I. Assume al = u2 =: a. Obviously 
i 
exp[Q(u' t u”)] 
x = exp[P(u’ + u”)] cos[$(u’ - u”)] 
exp[P(u’ + U2)] sin[y(u’ - u”)] 1 
00) 
gives a solution of the structure equations iff o2 = p2 + y2 = u2 and (Y = -2p, that 
means &X = -2&P = -27. Inserting the last relation into (lo), one verifies 
x’[(x2)” + (x3)2] = 1. 
II. Assume al = -a2 =: a. This gives the same surface, but with different orientation 
of the coordinate system. Therefore (I) gives the complete solution. One gets H by 
direct calculation. 
4.3. Affine spheres with indefinite metric and nonzero constant curva- 
ture. For an affine sphere with K = const # 0 and indefinite metric we necessarily 
have J = 0. These surfaces were investigated by Radon-see [9], [l, Section 801 and 
[lo, Section 521. We give a modified short proof; moreover we have made precise the 
special choice of the local asymptotic parameters in 4.1.6. (ii). We would like to point 
out that a statement like 4.1.6 is not obvious, in particular on surfaces (not necessarily 
affine spheres) with J = 0 (Blaschke restricts to analytic surfaces [l, p. 1251). 
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4.3.1. Theorem [9]. A proper afine sphere with indefinite metric and J = 0 is locally 
(module the unimodular group) a ruled surface with the representation 
2+2, ?2) = u’f(u2) + f’(2), 
where f : M + V depends only on the second coordinate u2 and satisfies 
det If, f’,f”l = const # 0. 
Fig. 1: Twodimensional affine spheres with constant curvature n 
metric c definite 
lc>o 
H>O 
ellipsoid 
(2)” + (2)’ + (2)” = 1 
H=o H<O 
- 
I 
- 
K.=O - 
n<O - 
metric 
indefinite 
n>O 
n=O 
n<O 
H>O H=o H<O 
ruled surface 
I = U’~(zl”) + f’(u2) 
- 
elliptic paraboloid 
z3 = (2)’ + (2)’ 
surface 
z1z2z3 = 1 
- two-sheeted hyperboloid 
(2)’ - (2)’ - (2”)” = 1 
- - 
4.3.2. Remarks. (1) A n e ementary 1 calculation shows that 
H . det If, f’, f”I > 0. 
Therefore for a ruled proper affine sphere sign H depends on sign (det If, f’, f”l). 
(2) In particular, the one-sheeted hyperboloid is a ruled proper affine sphere, given 
in normal form by 
f = (sinu2,-cosu2,1). 
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Proof of 4.3.1. We use local asymptotic parameters 4.1.6. (ii) and the structure equa- 
tions (6); we assume al = 0 on the chart U. The first structure equation in (7) gives 
F-‘&z = f#(u2), where f# : U --f V again depends only on u2. We insert into the 
second equation of (6) and obey y = -Hz: 
-Hz = (&lgF)f# + f#‘* 
As @?,IgF = --KF # 0, we can introduce new local parameters ti’ = 82 lg F, and 
u2 = u2 9 which gives for j(~“) := -Hf#(u2) th e a b ove representation of a ruled 
surface. A standard calculation shows that z is a proper affine sphere. Moreover, from 
the representation in asymptotic parameters we have 
so det If, f’, f”l # 0. To satisfy 0 = (dX, y) = -(dX, CC), necessarily &(det If, f’j”I) = 
det If, f’, f”l = 0. 
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